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HWCC Regular Stuff

Wednesdays @ West Wycombe Village Hall
7:15pm Core Fitness & Keep-fit or Turbo
This is designed to strengthen your core and im-
prove your fitness.  New or interested members
welcome.

9:00pm    Pub chat.
After Keep-fit join us for a chat.

Sundays @ High Wycombe High Street
9am   Club Runs.

The main group goes at a steady pace and no-one
gets left behind.  The distance varies between 50
- 80 miles but there is always a cafe stop mid
way to refuel.
At times there will be other faster or slower
groups depending on the numbers that turn
up.
For all other information keep a check on the
Club’s Message Board at
www.highwycombecc.org/wheels

High Wycombe CC
Water Bottles !!

Just £3

THE EDITOR’s

Chippos blog

Ok ok its been a long time but raggy and I

have been somewhat busy so humble

apologies indeed. Where do I start – ok I

had the worst end to the year possible I

broke my hand on what can only be

described as a bizarre MTB accident (MTB

off road to avoid riding on the frozen road

– odd hey) leaving me unable to ride for 5

weeks. New years eve I fall down the

stairs (early on so no drink involved at all)

badly twisting my ankle spraining the

ligaments resulting in my ankle looking

like a club foot . Anyway, that means I

cant ride till early feb at best not that my

waffling on club runs will ne missed etc

.The good news is that the riding at least

on the annual jaunt to Mallorca this year

was good and all those who did ride had a

good time – I just sulked in the hotel and

nearly drank the bar dry for a change.
2009 for me be s year of recovery, evening
league , sportives and jaunts to France
and Italy to watch some tour action .
Which means 0- yes you will see me of me
and have to ride a little faster to escape
my waffling spending more time on

sprocket and helping
sort out the HWCC
Road Race – enjoy

Raggy’s blog

Can 2009 top 2008?  With Cav winning

stages in the Tour & the Giro, the Olympics

turning every motorist into a pedalling

pundit, we successfully completed the 8 day

Trans Germany race and raised nearly £2k

for the Child Bereavement Charity, plus

World Champions in MTB, BMX, track and of

course Nicole on the road.  What a year for

the Brits.

So I suppose for 2009 it’s our turn!  What

will HWCC riders achieve in ‘09?

For me personally, every ride in 2009 so far

has been a quality one, very enjoyable but

all have been hard work.  600 miles of riding

just above my comfort zone to date all

makes the coffee taste better at the end!

As I’m writing this Roger Hammond & Mark

Cavendish have won a stage of the Tour of

Qatar so you HWCC racers will need to work
hard to grab The Sprocket headlines!

Whether it’s the Etape (ooh Ventoux), UK
cyclosportives, BBAR, time trials, races or
any achievement that you’re proud of then
let us know and you’ll grab your own
headlines on the website and the mag.

Good luck in ‘09 and remember, a nice
headwind puts all those credit crunch
worries behind you...
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Over 30 Club
members  trav-
elled to the
Newport Velo-
drome,  for a
track training day
under the watch-
ful eye of  track
coaches, Sean
Bannister and
Graham Mitchell
with  coaching
inputs  from
Greg  Lewis  and
Malcolm Free-
man.
 The riders were
taken through
sets of struc-
tured and pro-
gressive drills
developing track
skills and tech-
niques used  in
track racing.

2012 Track Stars

Beijing Olympic Medallist Jamie Staff showing SKY’s Simon
Jackson what a real cyclist’s legs should look like.

2012 Track Stars2012 Track Stars
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Sunshine is overrated
Seeing as we have,
so far had a real win-
ter of icy tempera-
tures, icy roads and icy toes you’ve got
two options to get your two wheeled
physical fix without facing the fun of
spending most of your ride with your
legs stuck out either side of you in a sta-
biliser formation or sticking to the gritty
A40.  Turbo or Trails.
Trails
While it’s rock hard ice out there get some
lights and give those legs a real spin ses-
sion by riding some of the local trails.  If
you ever needed an excuse to justify an-
other bike purchase then there are lots of
cheap cyclo cross bikes on the market at
the moment or get that mountain bike out
into the Chilterns.

Safety
Another benefit to riding at night
whether off road or on is the
ability to be lit up like a Christ-
mas Tree and become far more
visible to motorists.

Blinding Lumens
You might have heard the term
‘lumen’ (symbol: lm) but do you
know how many you need?
The lumen is the measure of
perceived power of light and
there is a lot of debate about
correct measurements of lumen
or the comparison to lux or can-
dlepower but what you really
need to know is how many lu-
mens is good for riding at night
and how much will it cost me?

Good question, and the answer is
usually ‘not enough if the rider
next to me has more’!

1 lm = 1 cd·sr = 1 lx·m2

Although my night riding history doesn’t go
back as far as the famed Lucas ‘King of the
road’ lamp (some available on ebay!) it has
progressed from the Ever Ready lights that
always needed a good whack to ignite to
1,000 lumens LED technology with a lot of
home made DIY disasters in between.
Whilst the light output over the years has in-
creased immensly and makes night riding,
especially off road, faster & safer the biggest
benefit is the increased burn times with this
fantastic luminosity.
We started off roading with lead acid batteries
powering 5w halogen bulbs.  These would last
less than two hours and is difficult to compare
with the current lumens rating.  An approx
guide would be that the 5watt halogen would
push out around 60 lumens but it varies on the
type of reflector, bulb and power source as
the lumen measurement is the perceived
amount of light received by the human eye
whereas the wattage is a measurement of
power.  Either way, it was bright enough....



1 lm = 1 cd·sr = 1 lx·m2 :o)

Briefly.
It was bright enough until you could
have more.  For years it had been
mini car batteries wedged into bottle
cages which was adequate for com-
muting but with an hour’s commute
each way in the middle of those
short winter daylight hours the run
home was sometimes a game of
chance.  There were several occa-
sions when that comforting white
halogen couldn’t keep up with my
pedalling and was overtaken and left
behind to be replaced by that yellow-
ing, rapidly dimming light of a birth-
day candle.
We’ve all been there, you think
you’re all charged up with a nice two
hour window of ‘see and be seen’
along the country roads but an hour
into the ride - the point furthest from
home incidentally - and you are navi-
gating just like Magellen used to - by
the moon.
So you would go out prepared, this
meant a set of handlebars looking
like Ace Face’s moped from
Quadrophenia with a spare light
added to your existing double head-
light combination.   Plus add that
second lead acid lump to get you the
full two hours with a little extra (might
get a puncture) and you start to
question the purchase of anything
expensive and lightweight that is now
completely superfluous since the
whole bike now weighs more than a
shire horse.
Now we arrive at the progress bit.
Whilst, as I mentioned, light output is
hundreds of times brighter than a
few years ago it’s the burn times

coupled with the light
weight of the units & bat-
teries now available that
is exciting.  By the way for

those non-cyclists reading this, and
there are plenty I know, excitement is
a subjective noun and it’s my party so
I’ll use it if I want to.  I’ll write about ex-
citement some other time if you really
want an insight into what excites a cy-
clist.
So, from lead acid batteries through Ni-
Cad to the current Lithium Ion batteries
has really transformed the weight.
But the run times were still around the
same sort of time.  Cateye then brought
out the Stadium.  An awesome piece
of kit using that amazing bluey-white
light of the Metal Halide lamp used in
rally cars and giving over 80 watts of
light.  It recharged quick and did give a
run time of about 3 hours.  I was using
a Light & Motion ARC at the time, an-
other Metal Halide lamp that just liter-
ally blasted out that bluey-white light for
a couple of hours.  My Lupine halogen
set had exploded a few times in wet,
rainy commutes so that went in favour
of this Light & Motion set.  This really
did light up the night but the metal halide
lamps are fragile and dont like being
switched off and on too many times in
an evening.  The light would flicker as
you hit bumps but it was bright.
Now though, we like our cake and can
eat it!  Thankyou LED.
Robust, cheap, bright with lower power
consumption who doesnt have an LED
light on their bike in the winter?  From
little single bulb that are no bigger than
a tiddlywink to multiple 1,000 lumens
monsters we like them.  And you dont
need to spend a fortune, if you dont
mind swapping a set of rechargeable
AA batteries every couple of hours you
can get 230 lumens for 20 dollars.
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Bike light technology is always progressing.
From the blue-white BMW style lighting of the
Metal Halides (right) to the British designed
Cable Free Design of the 960
lumens Exposure Maxx-D
(left).

1 lm = 1 cd·sr = 1 lx·m2 :o0

Reliabilty is what we really need.  No good having a
set of lights that would worry Icarus if you can only
ride for half an hour.  Exposure Lights by British com-
pany USE now make some lights that are so hassle
free and light that it makes you look forward to the
dark winter evenings.
Their units range from the 240 lumens single LED
units right up to the Maxx-D unit (shown below) that
houses four LEDs to give 960 lumens!  That’s got to
be enough light to be getting on with?
It gets better though, the battery, lamp unit and switch
is all in one unit.  No cables or leads to tie round
frames or stems.  Just click it into the sturdy mount
on the bars and your away.  You can be away for quite
a while as well.  The low setting is just right for com-
muting and that lasts for 24 hours!  The middle set-
ting gives 10 hours and the night illuminating high
setting, which lights up the whole woods, runs for 3
hours.  More than enough for your average evening
blast.

Dont wait until the
clocks ‘spring’ forward,

get out during the
week and into the

woods or the back
lanes around the Chil-

terns and it’ll be just
you, the moon and

those scary voices in
your head wondering

whether that was a
werewolf following

you...

Raggy :o)
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A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER
Udderly SMOOth®
moisturiser cream is an
amazing moisturiser for
adults and children.
It is a unique moisturiser
that will keep your skin
moisturised without any
greasy residue.
It ’s non-greasy, non-
staining properties prevent
chapped, sore and dry skin
without even marking
paper with greasy marks
from your fingers.
Use on your face, hands,
feet or anywhere on the
body this is amazing
cream for children,
sportsmen, gardeners,
athletes, water sports
enthusiasts, cyclists,
eczema suffers, even
office workers who have
to handle dry paper all
day without making a
mess!

Relieves
• Nappy rash
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding
• Eczema
• Psoriasis
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment
• Sunburn & Windburn
• Dry, Chapped Skin
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents
• Cracked heels
• Sporting activities:
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding
• Cycling
• Scuba diving
• Surfing
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Golf
• Swimming
• Gardening
• Paper cuts
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“I received your samples
and my partner used the
cream after a 400km bike
ride had left her skin in a
bit of a state due to the
combined effects of the
sun, wind & rain.
The cream has done a
fantastic job at repairing
the damage in a very short
space of time and I’ve
ordered a tube from you.
She intends doing Paris-
brest-Paris this year
(1200km non-stop)”

Mark R

AVAILABLE FROM HIGH WYCOMBE’s



Tribes of Cycling Defined for the First Time

The tribes of cycling have been defined for the first time by the experts and
exhibitors involved with Cycle 08, the UK’s Cycle show which took place at Earls
Court last October.  It is the new tribe of Credit Crunch Crawlers that is the fastest
growing tribe in the country.

From the BMX Bandits of London’s South Bank, to the Off-Road Enthusiasts of the Peak District to the Saturday
Shoppers of the Portobello Road Market and all those in between, the report offers a fascinating study into the
cycling landscape in the UK today.

However it is the imminent recession and people tightening their belts around the UK that has meant the new tribe of
Credit Crunch Crawler is the quickest growing tribe on two wheels, according to the experts organising, attending
and exhibiting at Cycle 08 – the UK’s biggest consumer cycle exhibition.
The study found each tribe had clearly defined characteristics – preferred place of shopping, reading material and
internet surfing habits - making each tribe unique.

And the study, which was conducted through looking at the demographics of people registering to attend the event
and produced by Cycle 08, also reveals which tribes dominate which areas of London, each tribe having a ‘habitat’ it
likes to call home.
Andrew Brabazon, Cycle 08 Director, said: “Cycling is an activity that appeals to a huge range of people for a wide
variety of reasons. For example,cycling is now recognised as the healthiest, quickest and most environmentally way
to get around.
“But cycling is about so much more than getting from A-to-B, the bike a cyclist chooses actually says a huge amount
about the cyclist and his or her personality.

“The Tribe a cyclist is a member of actually tells us more about a person than most fashion statements or political
ideologies – it is a reflection of someone’s personality.
It is the huge growth of the new easily identifiable tribe of the Credit Crunch Crawler that was the key trend for
people attending this year’s show, according to the experts.
Andrew explained: “With credit crunch now really hitting a lot of hard-working people in the pocket – and worrying an
ever-increasing number of people – this year we are expecting to see a whole new tribe coming to the Earls Court for
the show: The Credit Crunch Crawler.

“This is an easily distinguishable tribe that has been drawn back to getting on the saddle because of the huge amount
of money that can be saved – even by just using a bike for a few journeys a week can soon add up to an annual
saving of more than a thousand pounds. We’ve got a huge range of cycle experts coming to the show, so it will be
the best place to get the inside track on making money go further by getting on two wheels.”
Marta Bogna, (27). lives in London Fields, and is an example of a Credit Crunch Crawler – returning to cycling in an
effort to save money during the credit crunch. She said: “Transport is such a big cost, especially in London, so
making as many journeys as possible on my bike makes a lot of sense.

Tribes of Cycling Defined for the First Time
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“Every week I see more and more people on their
bikes too, not everyone looks happy about it to begin
with. But after a few weeks of commuting on your bike
you really do get used to it – and the money saved is
brilliant, it means each week I save about twenty five
pounds and use it to enjoy myself at the weekend!”
Jim Rees, (46), has cycled in a race across America and
is doing a charity cycle challenge covering 100 miles a
day at the show is an example of someone in the Extreme
Fitness Tribe. He said: “We all like to have a sense of
belonging an idenity, being part of
a tribe allows us to nail our
colours to our mast and met like
minded people doing
the same sort of stuff. We might
even bump into someone who inspires us to push ourselves further than we thought
was possible, until we heard their story!manufacturers range.”
Grant explained the Cycle to Work scheme, which offers tax breaks to employers encouraging employees to take a
healthy commute to work, was popular with all tribes: “A very important part of Condor’s business, people not just
buying commuter bikes, so it’s encouraging people back into all different branches of the sport, but of course, they all
get ridden to work at some point in time!”

“I’m in the extreme fitness tribe, I started off as a Triathlete but moved across to the extreme side of cycling due to a
running injury. I’ve met some amazing people through being part of the extreme/ fitness tribe.”
Jim added: “Being part of an easily identifiable tribe means I’ve been able to meet loads of new people and make
new connections around the world with some amazing people.”
Grant Young, owner of Condor Cycles and one of the major exhibitors at Cycle 08, said it was clear across the whole
industry that Tribes were growing in importance. He explained the boom in Fixies for the Trendy Treaders tribe was
evidence of this and said: “The single speed market has been growing for the last 10-12 years and is now a huge part
of our business. The current clamour for fixies as being ‘like when mountain bikes first came out’ in the 1980’s, people
want them as much as a style statement as for their practical use.
“The fixie is doing well because it combines something that’s stylish with something that’s practical. People buy them
because they’re in fashion, but they continue to use them because they actually really work.
“The condor stand at Cycle Show this year will be more than half devoted to Fixed gear with some exciting new
innovations Condor are the spiritual parents of the fixie revolution. It was when cycle couriers started coming to them
more than 10 years ago that they first started building bikes for the couriers and sourcing product and componentry
that was difficult to come by at that time.
“At the first Cycle Show in the Business Design Centre at Islington, there was one fixie on the stand and all the big
manufacturers were photographing it because they were so intrigued, now the fixie is a part of nearly every manufacturers
range.”
Grant explained the Cycle to Work scheme, which offers tax breaks to employers encouraging employees to take a
healthy commute to work, was popular with all tribes: “A very important part of Condor’s business, people not just buying
commuter bikes, so it’s encouraging people back into all different branches of the sport, but of course, they all get ridden
to work at some point in time!”

TRIBE PREFFERED AREA

BMX Bandits London South bank
City Commuters Square Mile
Off-Road Enthusiasts Epping Forest / Peak District
Speed Demon Local Velodrome
Credit Crunch Crawler Local carboot sale
Extreme Fitness Tribe Local gym
School-run Mum Suburbia
Trendy Treaders Shoreditch / Brick Lane
Saturday Shoppers Portobello Road
Cycle Couriers The roads of London

Tribes of Cycling Defined for the First TimeTribes of Cycling Defined for the First Time

Raggy :o)
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk
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HWCC hit Mallorca early this year.  Just a few days after the New Year cel-
ebrations and we were escaping the rain & ice in the UK to, well warm rain in
Mallorca.  The sun came out for the final few days and it was a good 350 mile

week before the start of the Reliability Trials (unless you had your arm in a
sling).
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BMX Bandits
Habitat: Marlow BMX park
Shops at play.com Reads Kerrang magazine
Surfs on www..bebo.com
Tribe leader – Shanaze Reade

Commuters
Habitat:  Dark Berkshire roads
Shops at Millets Reads Cycling Plus
Surfs on www.audaxuk.com
Tribe leader – Mark Black

Off-road enthusiasts
Habitat, the great outdoors - Peak District
Shops at North Face Reads, Trail magazine and Single Track
Surfs on www.bikeradar.com and www.visitbritain.com
Tribe leader – Paul Lasenby

Credit Crunch crawler
Habitat: Wyevale Garden Centre cafe
Shops at Aldi Reads any free newspaper
Surfs on www.eBay.co.uk
Tribe leader – Ralph Dadswell

Fitness extreme tribe
Habitat:  the turbo or on a long slog on the roads
Shops at Holland & Barrett Reads nutrition books
Surfs on www.menshealth.co.uk
Tribe leader – Dave Johnson

School-run mum
Habitat : suburbia
Shops at Waitrose and M&S Reads Now! magazine
Surfs on www.johnlewis.com
Tribe example –  Heather Golla

Trendy treaders
Habitat: Costa Coffee
Shops at WH Smiths
Reads Vice Magazine
Surfs on www.rapha.com
Tribe leader - Paul Morrissey

Saturday shoppers
Habitat:  Marlow Town High St
Shops at the local bakers
Surfs on www.facebook.com/pages/Gok-Wan
Reads Jamie Oliver’s latest cookbook
Tribe leader – Clive Nicholls

Cycle couriers
Habitat the roads of Amsterdam
Reads route maps and the traffic reports
Surfs on www.criticalmass.org
Tribe leader – Bren

CYCLING TRIBES
WHICH ONE AREYOU?

Road Racer / Speed Demon
Habitat Richmond Park and the local velodrome
Shops at Condor Cycles
Reads Lance Armstrong’s autobiography and Cycle Sport Magazine
Surfs on www.britishcycling.org.uk
Tribe leaders - Greg Lewis
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HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   19. 01. 09

The  vicious wind and rain storms   that passed through the Chiltern on
Saturday night thankfully had given way  to clear and bright skies by
Sunday morning, when 48  riders set of     from the High Wycombe
Guildhall to tackle the flat  50  mile reliability trial.

The 50 mile route  is always tough being the first of the series   of Reliability
Trials,  took riders  via Princes Risborough  to  Aylesbury, Quainton,
Long Crendon and Thame to finish at Princes Risborough.

The only report of a puncture was within 5 miles of  the   finish   when
Simon Henley  stopped to inflate   a slowly deflating tyre,      but there
were no reports of   mechanicle problems  or crashes.     The general
standard of  riding was seemed very controlled with  impressive rides
coming from Joe  Holloway  who finished in 2hrs 34mins  Joe is one of
our development riders.    18 year old Rose Osborne   also impressed
and was taking part in her  longest  distance to date under  the watchful
eye of Andy Cosell.     Other club ladies riding  were  Tracy Jaquest,
Anna Holder, Michelle Ayres  and lady Veteran Pauline Erodotou.    They
were joined by a guest lady rider  from America , Sue  Alexandra.

The terrain up and around Brill always proves tough,  but  veterans
Alasdair MacVarish , Tony Briggs and Tony Pennell  who’s ages totalled
over 200 years  went on to    finish comfortably  within their time allowance.

Riding with the fast group is always a survival of the fittest  and the leading
group   containing Dave Johnson, Nick Calkin, Geoff Powell,  James
Norris,   Ralph and Martin Dadswell  all  arrived at the finish in Princess
Risboro in a time  of 2hrs and 23 minutes,    Only  a few minutes behind
were Neil Wragg and Greg Lewis  in  2hrs 29.

Fast group- Time Limit  2hrs 45 mins.
S Miners, K Holloway,   J Holloway.  G Powell ,   T Leaves,  Sue
Alexander   D Johnson      M Weedon   J Norris,   N Wragg  R Dean  R
& M.Dadswell. Greg Lewis

Medium Fast – Time Limit 3hrs 30 mins.
T Hudson,  J Barber,  S Hughes,  C Fury,  Michelle  Ayres,  A
MacVarish
Tracy  Jaquest,  S. King,    P Crouch.   J Francis.   Anna Holder.   D.
Roberts. M.Freeman,   S Smith,  A Mullis   A Colsell , Rose  Osborne,
D Foster,   S Oliver,
R Engers.

Medium Steady  -  Time Limit 3 hrs 30 mins
D Herbert,   M Trice,   T.  Briggs,   A. Windsor,   Pauline Erodotou ,  R
Tyrell.
 I Sands, N.Barber, M.Wakley, F.Falon T.  Pennell. J.Day.
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk
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Cyclosportives are the biggest thing in participation cycling right now
for one simple reason; they make great road riding open to everyone.
The Sunday Sportives take that principle a stage further. These are
a series of superb sunday road rides, run to a popular sportive format
and pitched a step down in difficulty from a full on Cyclosportive.
They’re a perfect training event to keep you sharp through the sportive
season as well as a great introduction to the cyclsportive format for
the newcomer.
Each event has a choice of distances, a full route of 120-150k, a reduced
90-110k mid ride or a short 50k option (not available at all events;
details to follow). And just as in our full Southern Sportive, you’ll find

feed stations on the way to keep you going, rider timing and
full web results service to see how you got on as well as
catering and refreshments at the start and finish and of course
that full event atmosphere to motivate you.
So get the Sportive bug! Book in advance or sign up on the
day* for all the Sportive action you’ll need this summer!
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DATE   EVENT & LOCATION
7th February Southern Trail Ride, Woodcote, Oxfordshire
8th February Navigator Race, Woodcote, Oxfordshire
7th March Southern Trail Ride, Cranleigh, Surrey
8th March Navigator Race, Cranleigh, Surrey
25th April Southern Trail Ride, Princes Risborough
9th May Southern Trail Ride, Duncton, W. Sussex
6th June Southern Trail Ride, Reigate, Surrey
4th July Southern Trail Ride, Letcombe Regis, Oxfordshire
15th August Southern Trail Ride, RATZ site, nr Woodcote, Oxon
05-6th Sept South Downs Lemming Trail, South Downs Way
26-27th Sept MaXx Exposure, QE Country Park, Hampshire
10th October Southern Trail Ride, Dunsfold, Surrey
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Cyprus - Tanned legs available now!

Last November I took a trip over to Cyprus
to meet Wheelie Cyprus, the bike holiday
company who can show you around an
island that should be far more pop ular with
cyclists.....



Right now it’s 5 degrees here in the UK and raining, wet rain as well mind.  The
kind of rain that doesn’t just get you wet but soaks your eyeballs so they feel
like a couple of maltesers floating in glass of dirty washing up water.

But not in Cyprus.  Currently in Polis, in the North of the Island it’s 20 degrees and
sunny.  Mallorca is 14 degrees and 52% precipitation and it’s snowing in the Pyr-
enees.   Last November while I was getting picture messages of snow in the South
East of England I was sitting by the pool in 25 degrees after a 5 hour ride around the
Troodos Mountains.  I was feeling smug. It was a family holiday in a 3 bedroom

apartment with a pool and overlooking the
sea and a melon orchard and, of course
the bike came too.  For this holiday I chose
the Merlin XLM mountain bike.  A titanium
hardtail with 100mm of travel at the front
and whatever spring I had left in my legs by
November at the back.  Actually it was a bit
of a dilemma, the road bike or the moun-
tain bike as Cyprus is perfectly ideal for
either.
Situate yourself, as we did, near Polis in
the north of the island and you have some
fantastic trails all to yourself or some long
tarmac climbs up to nearly 2,000 metre
into the Troodos mountains.

To further ascertain which bike to take was easy, I contacted Wheelie Cyprus
www.wheeliecyprus.com. They run a bike hire and guiding business based in the
hills outside Polis and
know everything about
riding on Cyprus.  Since
the summer of 2008
was a complete wash-
out in Britain I went for
the mountain bike to
finally get some dry,
dusty trail action before
winter hit.
Helen & Alistair are your
Wheelie Cyprus
guides and are fully trained up as OTC accredited cycling guides.  They also produce
some excellent guides on riding around the island.  If you want to go off roading they
will show you the hidden trails, the best bits and add a fair bit of local knowledge to the
riding.  They also offer accomodation in their beautiful mountain side stone house with
big views over the Chrysochous Bay.
B&B, airport transfers and guiding is all part of their packages so just book a flight!

15

Roadkill - Cyprus Style!
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The northern part of the island and espe-
cially the Turkish areas remind me of cy-
cling around Spain many years ago.  The
terrain is all interesting, no flat bits, with no
obvious signs of Brit holiday invaders.
Once you travel through the interior villages
to the mountains you get a feel of Cyprus’s
unique culture sat in the middle of Greece,

Turkey and Tripoli.    North Africa and the Suez canal are just a short hop
over the ocean so it is no wonder that the weather is so good in November!

From October on to April when the rest of Europe is donning mudguards and
winter jackets the temperature is between 15 and 25 degrees and another bo-
nus is no none of the strong headwinds that you’ll find in the usual winter cycling
favourites.  In fact, in November the temperature was warm enough to spend
the rest of the day swimming and lounging around by the pool with the family.

For mountain biking, the island is criss-crossed completely with tracks and trails with
no legal barriers to riding anywhere (apart from on the motorways!).  If you stay with
Wheelie Cyprus or organise your own accomodation around Polis then you’ll have
the incredible Akamas Peninsular to yourself.  This is a long ridge of over 600 metres
above sea level running along the far Western corner of the island with the stunning
Lara Bay to the West and views over Polis and the Chrysohou Bay to the North.
There are several cycling guides and maps available from the Cyprus Tourist Office
but an excellent start to get some local knowledge is to download the Cyprus Cy-
cling Guide, an e-book available from www.cyprus-travel-secrets.com.
In addition to the myriad of off road trails is the European Long Distance path called
the E4.  The start of the path is actually in Gibraltar and then passes through Spain,
France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, mainland Greece, Crete

and currently finishes in
Cyprus.  It is over
10,000kms long in it’s
entirety and the Cyprus
portion is 640kms long.
It doesnt visit all
the best areas
of the island
but it’s a great
route down from
the Troodos
mountains back to
sea level, all off
road and with plenty
of switchbacks.
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For the roadies Cyprus provides a compact, scenic island where
even the main routes between towns are pleasantly rural.
Although Cyprus hasabout 8,000 kms of tarmac if you want some winter training
where you blat out 100 miles a day on flat, windy roads practising your through and
off and sprinting for signs Cyprus doesnt fit the bill.  It’s not a flat island and in some
place the road surfaces are sketchy.
However, if you want a winter cycling destination that tests your mettle and elevates
your soul as well as your whole then the Troodos Mountain range in the middle of the
island rises up to 1950 metres, and remember you’ll be starting off at pretty well zero
metres.  That’s twice the elevation gain of climbing Alpe D’Huez!  It’s quite amazing to
see the change in scenery as you climb from sea level to the Troodos mountains.
The expanse of pine forests that unfold before you as the road rises is quite unex-
pected when you are used to the dusty and barren scrubland that makes up most of
the island.
There is a sure way to test the quality of a destination for a cyclist, actually there are

several, another being whether you would go back again but a definitive result is
when you have that feeling you are discovering something for the first time.  You
might not be the first to travel that path, you might even have been taken there by
a guide but to you that awesome view, that endless dusty descent or the
acheivement of a summit belongs solely
to you.
Cyprus was full of rewards and I’ll be
going back for more.  And anyway,
come next November I’m sure the tan
will need a top up.

NEIL WRAGG



HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   BOXING DAY   11 MILE RACE

Clive Nicholls  won the  Club’s traditional Christmas 11 mile time trial held on Boxing Day morning when
he recorded a very fast  time of 25.03.   Although the conditions  for the Longwick – Thame course were
bright and sunny it was very cold and  a stiff head wind on the return leg proved tough  for most competitors.
As usual this traditional Boxing day event is always a mixture of fun riding and serious riding and a few
turned out in fancy dress. Clive demonstrated that he has lost little of his impressive  ability and form
despite having  taken most of the 2008 season out of  racing due to work commitments.  His nearest
challenge came  from our  Club’s All-round Champion Dave Johnson who also  showed some  very
good winter fitness to clock 25.37  for second place and was clearly the fastest veterans.    The Club’s
off road specialist Nick Calkin  recorded  26.20  for third spot.

On the   semi serious side  some members were still in festive mood, with Keith Snook riding as a
Snowman nevertheless came home in a respectable 32.24.  A  Pirate alias  James Paterson returned
in  37.28,  and dad  Scott was dressed as  a paper boy  recorded   38.28  James was duly awarded  the
best fancy dress prize.

Ralph Dadswell teamed up with Rob Fletcher to compete on the Tandem Trike  to clock  26.39.  While
National track medallist Richard Davies teamed up with Andy Colsell to ride a  two up time  trial and the
pair recorded   27.13

Fastest Lady Tracy Jaquest turned in a very respectable   33.06  and  lady vet  Marion Freeman  enjoyed
the occasion and took in the scenery to record  51.03. While Mike Birbeck,  Alasdair McVarishes’ son
in law got talked into his first  TT  to come home in  38.28.  Hot punch and mince pies and sausage rolls
were on  offer after the race by courtesy of Eileen and Len Chapman who have been providing
refreshment from their camper van at this  traditional  race for some thirty years.   Father Christmas
(Alan Hillier) also timed the race and handed out the prizes.

Result Boxing Day    11 mile time Trial.
Clive Nicholls : 25.03.   Dave Johnson: 25.37.  Nick Calkin: 26.20.   R Dadswell /R Fletcher  26,39
(Trike).  Andy Colsell & Richard Davies  27.13. (2 up Team).  Chris Creig 27.33.  Kevin Holloway   28.41.
Karl Freeman  28.46.
H Edmondson  28.48.
James Norris  29.02.
Adam Quilter 30.01.
J Edmondson  30.03.
Stewart King 30.12.
Richard Dean  31.46.
Keith Snook  32.24.
Peter Turnball 32.34.
John Francis   32.55.
Tracy Jaquest 33.06.
A MacVarish 33.26.
M Freeman  34.20.
James Paterson 37.28.
Mike Birbeck37.48.
Scott Paterson 38.28.
Marion Freeman 51.03

Margaret Wright
Press Sec.

Santa presents the Zany Bunch with their medals



GUIDANCE FOR CLUB RUNS

Our aim is to make the club run enjoyable for everyone. These few rules if followed can help to ensure
this. Non-members are welcomed to join us but please obey our rules and we look forward to you
becoming a member.

Conduct: When riding with the club you must:
· Behave in a manner that represents the club in a good light
· Act for your own and others safety and well-being
· Respect your fellow club members and members of the public
· Adhere to the Highway Code and all traffic regulations as enforced by all relevant

local authorities

EQUIPMENT: it is a good idea to carry spare inner tubes, tyre levers, pump, money, food and
drink.  You never know if you will be on your own.

MUDGUARDS: are considered essential during the winter months.  A rear mudguard with an
extended flap is the minimum requirement, as the riders behind you don’t enjoy
getting wet and muddy.  If you have no mudguards it is preferred if you ride at the
back of the group.

COMMUNICATION: warn other cyclists of obstacles like potholes, glass, parked cars and advise horse
riders of your approach.

THE DO’S
RIDE: in pairs unless circumstances indicate single file to be more appropriate.
ROTATING: within the group to share riding at the front.
ADOPTING: a pace appropriate for ALL members.
ALLOWING: the group to reform if it should become disrupted for any reason.
IF: you drop off the back for any reason inform the group.  Loudly if necessary.
THE DON’TS Allowing gaps to open up within the group as this disrupts following riders.

Signal for cars to overtake us, as we could be liable if an accident occurs.
HALF WHEELING: trying to push the pace up at the front.
WHITE LINING: riding down the middle of the road.
BEHAVIOUR: that is considered offensive.

Phrases Often Used On Club Runs:
CAR UP – OIL UP: vehicle coming up behind.
CAR DOWN – OIL DOWN: vehicle approaching in front.
EASY/EASE UP: slow down and /or be careful.
INSIDE: rider coming up the inside close to kerb.
ON THE LEFT: obstacle (parked car etc.)  immediately in front.
SINGLE UP/KEEP IN: go single file traffic trying to pass.
LIGHTS: traffic lights just ahead.
CHANGING: front riders in-group dropping back.
HOLE: hole or bad rut in the road.

For Club Runs and Reliability Trial information   contact   Club Captain Jonathan Smith 01628  474101 or
jonathanwsmith@aol.com
Any Information of the above or and other   details contact:
Club Secretary: Margaret Wright - ‘Daronda’  51 Cromwell Avenue, Thame, Oxon  0x9 3TG
Tele/fax  01844 217517   margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk



In 2006 and 2007, I travelled to the home of the
cyclosportive, France, taking on the Etape du Tour
twice, and the Time Megeve Mont Blanc sportives.
In preparation for last year's Etape, I undertook a
high altitude, High Wycombe CC 'training camp' in
the Pyrenees.   Based in Luchon, nestled in the
Pyrenees just a few kms from the Spanish border, we
took up residency in the splendid Villa Portillon with
Peak-Times.com. Run by the wonderful couple,
Mike and Annette Jones, the Villa Portillon was ideal,
and such was the impact it left on our group, we
decided to return in 2008 for a Luchon specific
sportive around which we would pick a
holiday from one of those Mike & Annette
provide as part of www.peak-times.com

Whether Mike and Annette were as enthu-
siastic to host the strange blokes who not
only spent mot of the time draped in lycra,
but who also ate from the Winter Apres Ski
menu in high Summer, is another matter. In
our defence, however, the latter was una-
voidable - such was the high quality of
Annette's Apres-Ride freshly baked lemon
drizzle cake! We did promise to compro-
mise on our return, we would be escorted
with our sensible, better halves. Given
Luchon is such a picturesque town and
Villa Portillon the ideal home from home in
which to stay, this is certainly one destination for the
partners to equally enjoy.

On arrival at Toulouse Airport, Mike met us, with
trailer in tow; we loaded the bike boxes up, and
quickly travelled down to the Pyrenees. As the moun-
tains grew on our approach, so did the sense of
excitement.

We were greeted by Annette at Villa Portillon, no
sooner had we put our bags away than we were
tucking in to the first of many a sumptuous meal, just
as well some of us more 'avid' eaters were going to
be riding up and down mountains to justify the moun-
tains of lush foods bought from the local markets.

For the next three days, we acclimatised to the spor-
tive that lay ahead.

Villa Portillon, Bagneres de Luchon

On Thursday, having assembled our bikes, we
went on a good ride across the valley floor, the
newly laid tarmac making for a bowling green
smooth ride. We crossed the border into Spain
where we stopped briefly in the pretty cobbled
stoned high street of Bossost, before crossing the
border back in to France by riding the Col de
Portillon. At 8.5kms long, this provided us with a
gentle re-introduction to the continental climbs,
made all the more pleasant with the views that
unfolded beneath us. After a speedy descent into
Luchon, some of us hung up our cleats for the day,
satisfied with the soft approach to getting back into

riding over here, while the more enthusiastic
(ok all bar me..) climbed the 20km Col de
Super Bagneres.
On Friday, we rode a good 80km loop along
the quiet as ever roads before arriving in
Loudenvieille for lunch. After tucking into
baguettes aux jambons et fromages, and
steak haches (non dopers variety of course),
we met Mike and the girls at the town's thermal
baths, Balnea.

We spent two blissful hours here, flitting between
the eucalyptus emitting steam room, the sauna, the
plunge pool, the whirl pool, and so on, while soak-
ing in the views of the mountains from such an
enticing spot. On leaving, there was again a split in
the cyclist's party, the majority opting to ride back
over the Col de Peyresourde, while your author
urged the others on from the comfort of Mike's
passenger seat.

La Lapebie Cyclosportive
A Beauty in the Pyrenees or a Beast worthy of a new Pair-o-knees...?!!

Ossie :o)
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On Saturday, to mark the 10th anniversary of La
Lapebie, there was a presentation in Luchon of
past winners, before the sealed roads played host
to a 2km team time trial. Mike, Paul M, and Paul M,
took part in this pretty extravagant affair in which
many riders chose to
don the apparel of their
heroes from yesteryear.
After the TT, minds
began to wonder to
tomorrow's big event of
La Lapebie sportive
itself, bellies leading the charge with a carbo-
fuelling trip to a restaurant in town. Three very large
courses later, and we rolled back to Villa Portillon to
complete preparation for the sportive.

When Sunday arrived, it did so in the ugly form of
my mobile phone alarm shrill at 6am. I jumped out
of bed, ran down to brekkie, and joined the cast of
riders, including Mike who would be riding his first
sportive:  http://lalapebie.org/

Annette came in with the first of two,
big piping hot pots of porridge; these
were devoured with toast, jams, coffee
and tea.

The profile looked innocuous enough,
leave Luchon, ride over several
bumps, and Bob's your uncle, we'd
back in Luchon in time for tea!
Perhaps we should have looked at the

route profile in more
detail, this involved a
160kms hilly traverse
of the Pyrenees,
across the border
into Spain, and back, with
3,400m total climbing thrown in

for good measure. Oh well, c'est la
vie!

The start time of our 160kms route was 8am. We
got to the start pen at 7.45, taking position near the
front line. We were joined by luminaries of the local
cycling community, at least we were sure they were
prominent given we were promptly moved further
and further back from the start line each time one of
these riders appeared. This was no problem how-
ever, given it meant we were positioned further from
the MC on the stage who made a point of bellowing
incoherently, drowning out the Euro pop in the
background...dommage!

As MC Tres Tres Loud grew increasingly excit-
able as we neared the Grand Depart, as a means
of distracting our tortured ears, Paul and I talked
about the only thing we could think of with 5 mins

to go: a strategy. Paul adopted a quite
straightforward one: ride as hard and as
fast as he could for as long as he could,
then see what remained of the ride. My
strategy was no less well thought-out:
hang in there for dear life, and if I'm lucky,
I'd be back before Annette's pot of warm

tea and accompanying cakes before these were
devoured by the pack. On this basis, I calculated I
would like to finish by 3:30pm, this would also
bring me a finish time of 7hs 30mins, a mere 15
mins out of Silver time category of 7:15. This
upped my motivation considerably, and with Paul
and my well thought-out plans now hatched, all
that remained was for the start gun to sound off.

With a blast from his
horn, the MC let us
loose and we were
off, dashing under
the red kite on our
way.
With a rolling road
block and lead car
that I kept in my
sights for at least 5
minutes, we were
afforded all the
wishes of luck and
goodwill we needed
to lift our spirits for
what lay ahead.

Soon enough, as the Sortie signs surrounding
Luchon appeared, so did the rising road out of
town: we were climbing almost immediately up
the Port du Bales.
The French do not mess around and provide
riders with the comforts of a gentle warm-up,
instead we faced a good grind straight out of
Luchon that soon had my heart rate scrambling
skywards so fast that I could barely read it from its
display unit. As I neared the peak of the Bales, I
caught a glimpse of the reading, too near its
peak, flying at 170beats per minute. At 90% of its
maximum, that figure is not bad for an Olympic
sprinter, unfortunately this was no sprint, and we
had only just  reached the top of our first lump of
the day!
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The descent off the Bales allowed my
HR to descend to sensible levels;
likewise I was able to make up much
needed time! At the first feed on
50kms, my time read 2:05

As I stocked up on drink, a large
peloton flashed by me. I got on my
bike, and not panicking, started to
ride on my own, if I was going to
survive today's brute, I would need to
reign in any temptation to hit such a
high HR as I had up the Port du
Bales. I set off determined to stick to
this plan, soon enough my one-man
band became 5 as I linked up with
four strong locals.

Our peloton worked very effectively
and economically together. Come the
next climb of Col des Ares (7.5kms
long) at around 75kms in and we
were together, I'd made good time,
and I felt good too. I encouraged the
group to continue to work together as
we climbed, initially there was some
hesitancy, but this changed as they
sensed this could work. By doing
this, I also kept my HR down as I
didn't go gung-ho, maintaining an HR
at around 160bpms. On getting to the
top of the Ares, we were all together,
and remained 5 strong as we got to
the base of the third climb of the Col
Buret (5kms long) at around 90kms
in. Again I went deliberately steady
on this climb too, mindful of keeping
my HR in the low 160s. Although this
climb was both shorter and less
steep than the Ares, all but one of the
group stayed with me...oh well, then
we were two!

I worked with my sole partner from
the Ares to the base of the Col de
Mente.

La Lapebie Cyclosportive
A Beauty in the Pyrenees or a Beast worthy of a new Pair-o-
knees...?!!

The Col de Mente is a tough climb, at a
shade under 11kms in length, not much
shade from the rising sun on the road, and
an average gradient of just over 6.5%.

My French mate and I split on the climb as
this was way too steep and long to keep us
together: he initially jumped ahead, I delib-
erately sat back, but within 1km, I passed
him as he had gone way too hard too early.
I climbed very steadily, mindful this was a
very tough climb. I kept everything together,
maintaining both a steady pace and steady
HR of around 165bpms throughout. I
stopped at the top, feeling I'd not burnt myself on the climb,
and with 108kms under my belt, my time was 4:15.

I crammed my mouth, and pockets, with multi coloured soft
gooey sweets (the type that do not wash off clothing pockets
easily) at the feed station, before descending the Mente. At
the bottom my partner rejoined me, and we began the long
20kms drag into the headwind to the foot of the last climb, the
Col de Portillon.

We crossed the border into Spain just before the pretty town
of Bossost, and where before I was dreaming of a savoury
such as a French stick with cheese, I was now pining for
tapas!

By the time we reached Bossost, I was doing 80% of the
work as my partner was feeling the effects of the chase on
the Mente, however I was more than happy to save the
20% work rate. I ate and drank to the base of the Portillon,
though I was tired by now, I felt I had been on top of my
game, my tactics had been spot on, and that I had enough
in the tank to give the Portillon a decent crack.

Within a minute of hitting the Portillon (8.5kms at 6.85%),
my partner had dropped off and I was on my own. I went at
this at a good pace, and felt good on the climb. I also felt I
could up this, and that I had the strength to manage a
greater effort. My HR continued to rise as I climbed, and
as I approached the top, I felt I'd timed my effort perfectly,
my HR getting to around 170bpms as I pushed on hard. In
fact, so eager was I to push on that, despite wanting to
remove my arm warmers and gillet but not having the skills
to ride with no hands, I continued without stopping and
rather animatedly took these off on the perilous, snaking
descent!
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I pushed as hard as I could seeing that I
might in fact be able to achieve Silver with
more than one hour to spare at around
6:15.

The descent was thrilling, all the more so
as I felt I'd ridden the best I'd I've ever
done in terms of tactics, pace, approach,
working in groups, effort ,and knowing
myself. I must also have shocked a few
guys I passed as I drove on home as hard
as possible, they must have wondered
who this mad man was shouting "Get in
there!" repetitively!!

I finally came in on 6:13, and on being handed my time sheet, I noticed this had been marked as ' Or'.
After clearing my head I realised I'd achieved Gold, finishing 7 minutes within the 6:20 limit for the cov-
eted category!

Within a couple of minutes of my arrival, I met my fellow French conspirator with whom I had ridden for a
large part of the day. On asking Direg his age, I was inspired to find out he was 58 years young, the
locals simply do not believe that age should reduce their quest for good health, Chapeau Direg!

I then met up with my fellow High Wycombe-ites, each one of whom rode exceptionally.

Paul Mace rode a superlative 5:47 in the long route of La Lapebie, the mark of his true class. In the
medium but no less difficult route of La Serge Lapebie, (107kms, 2185m climbing), Greg Lewis rode a

very strong 3:56.  While in
La Guy LaPebie, (59kms,
870m climbing) Paul
Morrissey clocked a very
good 2:28, and Mike
Jones, in his first ever
sportive nailed an outstand-
ing 2:45!

Elated with our personal
rides as we were with each
others excellent feats, we
headed back to base, just
0.25 of a mile away.

La Lapebie
Cyclosportive....

Bring the family!
Turn the Cyclosportive into
a family break....
pictured from l-r
Mike, Greg Lewis and his
wife, Annette, Ossie with
his girlfriend &
Chippo.
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HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB
NOTICE OF IMPORTANT DATES FOR YOUR

DIARIES 2009    Jan - July

Wed   11th Feb        Kingcycle Tests  at the Club room  and provisionally
 Sat 21st  or Sat 28 Feb (Hall to be booked) GW

Sun 15th Feb 100 KILOMETRE RELIABILITY  TRIAL J.S.
Date to be confirmed  Track Training – Newport M.F.G.L
Sun  9th Mar 100 MILE RELIABILITY TRIAL  J.S.
Sun  9th Mar West London Combine 10 A4  Thicket  A.H.
Wed   11thMar TABLE SALE – CLUB ROOM D.R.
Sun 22nd Mar OPEN ROAD RACE – HELP NEEDED PLEASE H.H. P.M
Sun      22nd Mar West London  Combine 25  Amersham / Tatline End AH
Good Friday The Lesley Cole Open 10 mile Time Trial 9.00 start

10th  April This year  the Open 10 mile  TT  will be held on the FAST H10/17R course, Marshals and helpers
needed please Organisers: Gordon and Margaret Wright  Tele; 01844 217517.

Sun     13th April Cotswold Spring Classic Sportive
Tues     14th April First Points League /No Tri BarsLongwick D.R.
Sat       18th April Antelope RT  Three Up Team Time Trial Organiser:   Ralph Dadswell  01844  345 663
Sun       19thApril West London Combine   CC114 New Amersham Course   AH
Sat        25th April       North Bucks Spring Chicken Road Race 3/4th cat.

Milton /Keynss   see Malcolm for details          M.F.
Sun    26th April Princes Risborough Sportive  126km,  93km,  80km.
Sun     27th April White Horse Challenge- Shrivenham 150k Sportive
Sun     3rd   May Forest of Dean Spring  Classic  Sportive
Sun    10th May Fred Whitton   Challenge Sportive
Sun     11th May The Dartmoor Classic 100 mile   &  100 Km.  Mid-Devon
Sun   17th May The Jack Pearson Memorial Open 25 mile tt  Handy Cross

HQ  Liston Hall Marlow.  7.00am start.  Marshals & Helpers
Needed Please.  Organiser: Alan Hillier  Tele  01494 638 688

Sun    31st May Chiltern Hundred Challenge  Cyclosportive
Sun      8th June Tour of Pembroke Sportive
Sun      14th June         West London Combine 25 TT Amersham /Tatling End
Sun    14th June Dragon Ride Sportive
Sun 21st June Circuit of Cotswold  Cycolsportive
Sun    20th July Etape du Tour Cyclosportive

Alan Hiller  has  the National   Time Trial Handbooks  and    the local   handbooks .  Handbooks are a must if you
want to take part in Open Time Trials, as they include all courses and addresses of organisers  plus  Rules and
Regulations that you should be  aware of.   Additionally these books  also  contain information on  all member clubs
locally and nationally.  Plus  the past   winners of last years events,  and National records past and present.   The
National books are a  good source of information priced at £7. 00 each.    Local Handbooks give Club Time Trials  and
the West London CA events and the  West London Combine events. Priced at  £4.50.  Alan Hillier is the contact
person to purchase  one or both books.

Don’t confuse  the names:    National   CTT  (Cycling Time Trials) For  Open Events.    London West District  :
Our District of the CTT As Above

West London Cycling Association : Our District Group of Club’s in West London Area

West London Combine  Association . A group of clubs in  the West London Area which run  the Combine events  held
on the Amersham road courses.

Club   Points League  Events -  Down Load  From  HWCC   Web Page’

A list  of all open time trials across the country can be downloaded from: www.ctt.com  the Cycling Time Trials web
site.     You can also download CTT entry  forms  for open events from  the same web pages.
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk
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Professional IT, the leader in software

solutions for the executive hire, chauffeur

and courier industries has launched another industry first; Oscar Smart for

SME’s.

Due to the overwhelming success of Oscar’s launch into the corporate market, a version has been specifically

developed for SME’s, providing benefits previously only enjoyed by large corporate organisations.

Oscar Smart’s unique qualities include global independence and a carbon neutral footprint. With numerous
integrated car and courier companies providing thousands of vehicles daily, Oscar sets the standard for today’s

discerning ground transport market;

Benefits that can be passed on to SME customers.

• Oscar Smart makes managing transport requirements an
easy and effective process for busy executives.
• It allocates the most suited/effective vehicle based upon
the customer profile.
• It monitors policy and provides a timely service, all at a
competitive price.
• The management reporting system and booking
experience can be easily tailored to match a SME’s specific
requirements.

“We are delighted with Oscar Smart’s early success. Over

the last decade we have dramatically expanded our cus-

tomer base across all sectors of our business and launching

the service to the SME market is an important develop-

ment.

“We believe that with Oscar Smart we are able to offer

unrivalled services to customers by the integration of

technology platforms linking SME customers with premier

operators and thereby reducing costs and addressing

increasingly important environmental issues,” commented

Steven Smith, Managing Director, Professional IT.”

Contact us now to
find out how we
can help you!

Tel: 08703 802 999

Email: oscar@professionalit.com

Web: www.professionalit.com



It had to happen one day I guess my worst

nightmare, I find myself in café Nero surrounded by

wannabe cycling experts who are talking about stem length

power outputs and lactic thresholds. No this isn’t the scene after a club

run, race or event im in Café Nero Oxford street London. Seething with anger at the

inaccurate advice and topics discussed I gag on my latte and need a Heimlich to recover my

croissant lodged in my throat.

So, what am I bleating about I hear you shout, well its part of the game I guess cycling’s becoming

mainstream powerful and acceptable to Joe Bloggs on the street. No longer are we seen as Lycra clad

gozzy eyed freaks (well not all) we are acceptable. You can walk into any café bar these days fully clad in

your HWCC kit and people don’t bat an eyelid.

Is this all due to Hoy ,Brailford,Cavendish and Wiggins, well they have played a big part but its us ,you and

I , road racers ,testers MTB and commuters who have been the mass behind the push to success and

acceptability. It
’s our own entire fault.

The thing is the rock and roll star inside me says, I don’t want to be accepted I want to be on the outside

looking in I want to be different from the mob. Being cyclists though we always will be that tadge odd

compared to footy rugger an cricket. We shave our legs even in the winter, we feel guilty as hell if we don’t

train and an injury (as I found) is like a life sentence.

So I had better get used to it I suppose the popularity will mature and who knows we may even get a race

or track  in high Wycombe itself who knows anything is possible in my view .One thing that you should

take away from my planets rant is that when you are wearing HWCC kit you are not just wearing any old

piece of Team kit, you are wearing a proud and long heritage that represents all the club riders who came

performed and rode before you ,a strong recognisable cycling brand that has won gold medals and tour

stages. You are that brand and you are those people. So don’t wear Club half baked wear it with pride

respect and courtesy. The sports popular because of what we represent ,we never give up , we always have

a goal and we all have a plan to reach that goal this is because cycling demand this of us ,she is the

unrelenting school mistress in our heads telling us we must do better next term we must try harder. I see

this in every cyclist I know and because of this I know this sport and this club will get bigger better faster

and harder , sorry im on a tangent now aaaaaarrrhhhgghhh CHIPPO





Chippos Chimp

At the HWCC training camp in Mallorca this year we ( well not me im jnjured)  sat chatted with some British cycling guys
who where happy to talk to us about how they felt they they achieved such great succes in beijing (and before ). I have
heard of sportsmen relying on ‘mental boxes’ and ‘triggers’ to control emotion before, but not of a whole team adopting a
common approach and language. Dave Brailsford employed a psychiatrist to work with the BC Olympic squad and
together they developed the notion of the ‘chimp’ – a codeword for any sort of emotional barrier or mental block. Each
cyclist’s ‘chimp’ is personal and different, and the techniques they use to control it are their own, yet critically, it is also
accepted that they and we  all have one. In this way, trackside arguments and training failures could be put down to ‘the
inner monkey’ and brushed aside. Of course for hobby and sportive cyclists this all seems irrelavant but I felt and saw a
different approach and attitide taken to riding by the HWCC guys and gals who where at the talk. In particluilar one lady
cyclist who came out of the camp CHANGED as a rider – results will show if this attitude change helped or not etc

Research suggests self-control can be improved using abstract reasoning.

The chimp though to my mind and view is all about self control TEMPTATION COMES IN many forms, often so potent, so
animal, that it seems impossible to resist. Eating too much, drinking too much, spending too much or letting the heart rule

the head. We get instant messages from deep in the gut that resonates through the mind, trying to dictate our behaviour
(CHIMPS).

One of humanity’s most useful skills, without which advanced civilisations would not exist, is being able to engage our
higher cognitive functions, our self-control, to resist these temptations. Psychologists have found that self-control is strongly
associated with what we label success: higher self-esteem, better interpersonal skills, better emotional responses and,
perhaps surprisingly, few drawbacks at even very high levels of self-control. People, being only human, find the constant
battle with basic urges is frequently too great and their self-control buckles. However, recent experimental research  explored
ways of improving self-control, where it comes from and why it sometimes deserts us. Based on new research, along with
studies conducted over the past few decades’ scientists have proposed that abstract thinking and psychological distance
are particularly important in self-control.



How to improve your self-control
So lets cut to the chase self-control can be increased by these related ways of thinking:
Global processing. This means trying to focus on the wood rather than the trees: seeing the big picture and our specific
actions as just one part of a major plan or purpose. For example, someone trying to eat healthily should focus on the
ultimate goal and how each individual decision about what to eat contributes (or detracts) from that goal.
Abstract reasoning. This means trying to avoid considering the specific details of the situation at hand in favour of thinking
about how actions fit into an overall framework - being philosophical. Someone trying to add more self-control to their
exercise regime might try to think less about the details of the exercise, and instead focus on an abstract vision of the
ideal physical self, or how exercise provides a time to re-connect mind and body.
High-level categorisation. This means thinking about high-level concepts rather than specific instances. Any long-term
project, whether in business, academia or elsewhere can easily get bogged down by focusing too much on the minutiae of
everyday processes and forgetting the ultimate goal. Categorising tasks or project stages conceptually may help an
individual or group maintain their focus and achieve greater self-discipline.

 How to Build Self Control

1. Analyze your life. See which areas are suffering and which are prospering. If you are gaining
weight at an alarming rate, you may need to sacrifice a few vhocolate bars and cut out the crisips
bars. You may be pushing yourself too hard. Take breaks over the weekends, even if you are doing
wasteful things.

2. Analyze the area in which you are lacking control.. Becoming informed makes it much easier
to make the right decision when you’re tempted to overdo something. For example, if you want to
lose weight, taking the time to read about nutrition and healthy dieting will naturally motivate you
and make eating right much more enjoyable. In terms of gaining self control, knowledge really is
power!

3. Act on your analysis. By this time, you have recognized that you are failing .You have delved
further into the problem and noticed that you spend much of your free time doing things other than
focusing on your goal . In order to build self-control, you must practice self-denial. Challenge
yourself to break your destructive habits. Challenge others to challenge you to break your habits.

4. Stay accountable to someone i.e someone to ask you if you’ve gotten on the turbo or trained
today.

5. Analyze your action. Still gaining weight even after making proper diet changes? Try exercising
or consulting a doctor. Your TT times aren’t improving? Try listening in to

CHIMP
The chimp lurks in all of us – he is telling you that your going to fall off if you go to fast , he is whispering in
your ear that if you push to hard your heart will burst , he is always on your shoulder he is always with us he
is always talking – Don’t listen to the chimp – cage the chimp – gag the chimp and success will be yours .
The key is knowing you have a chimp and knowing your human and occasionally letting the chjmp out of his
cage however its knowing when not to listen to him and when to let him out and when to pit him away.

I will be watching out for your chimp
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CLUB RUNS LIST
Meeting at Guild Hall, High Wycombe High Street at 9.00 leaving 9.10

Club Captain Jonathan Smith  01628 474101 ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET FOR YOUR SAFETY

*Flat ride: There are four flatter runs which
are ideal to new members.

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-
group at the top of hills, all other times we
ride as a close group and consider riders
abilities. Mileage = 50-70 Leaders: please
have a backstop / sweeper rider.  Please
note coffee stops destinations (11.00
approx)  can change on the day due to
weather conditions and the number of
riders.  Please volunteer to lead a club run,
even if you are unsure of a route there will
always be someone on hand to help.

I am always looking for new café stops, if
you know of any please advise me.

www.trailbreak.co.uk

February
Sunday 1st Reliability Hilly 50 mile
Sunday 8th Dunstable Downs
Sunday 15th Reliability 100 Km
Sunday 22nd Maidens Green (*Flat Ride)
March
Sunday 1st Winslow (Long ride 70 miles), Andrew Mullis
Sunday 8th Reliability 100 mile* See start times below
Sunday 15th Wendover Woods Café*, Dave Roberts

*Stop will be nearer 12 so bring a bar and drink
Sunday 22nd Benson, Ian Waterman
Sunday 29th Waterperry, Geoff Powell
April
Sunday 5th Tring Garden Centre
Sunday 12th Dinton Pastures (*Flat Ride)
Monday 13th Root One Wallingford
Sunday 19th Waddesdon, Andrew Mullis
Sunday 26th Marsworth Blue Bell Cafe

* 100-mile Reliability Trial Start times: Steady 8.00 Medium 8.30 Fast 9.00
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HWCC News!HWCC News!

If you missed the Annual
Club Dinner then get your
diary sorted for November
2009, it was a hoot!
Thanks to all who made it a
fun (somewhat beery)
event and thanks to Na-
tional Champions Barrie &
Sue Clarke for dishing out
the hundreds of prizes,
including some to an ex
National Champ of our own!
Special thoughts go to a
couple of very special peo-
ple who managed to attend
and are no longer with us.

The 2008 HWCC
Christmas Party
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